JJR and SmithGroup presented the master plan process, a brief review of site analysis and alternatives, and the draft master plan of both Main and Health Science Campuses. Stormwater strategies and phasing were introduced at this session. Questions and comments were taken throughout the presentation.

Health Sciences:
- Clinic and office building massing and location concerns, new office could be wrapped around deck as shown previously
- Possibly use Brody repurposed for offices, instead of new office building as shown
- Traffic flows thru campus was discussed - create double drop.

Main Campus:
- 10th street design to reduce traffic speed and make pedestrian friendly (DOT concerns)
- Reade & 5th corner needs iconic educational building
- Connectivity to downtown needs to include pedestrian and bike connections
- Include up-close graphic of athletic areas

If this report does not agree with your records or understanding of this meeting, or if there are any questions, please advise the writer immediately in writing; otherwise, we will assume the comments to be correct.